CHAIRMATS

Chairmats are ideal for office and
home environments to protect floor
surfaces from excess wear.

WHY DO YOU NEED A CHAIRMAT?
➜ Floor coverings are an expensive investment. You want that
investment to last for years.
➜ You may not realise but your castor chairs can cause serious damage to your floors over time.
➜ You can simply and effectively protect your floors from the excess wear that chair castors
can cause by using a chairmat.
➜ Chairmats are designed to protect your floor covering investment while still allowing the
beauty of your floor to show through.
➜ You can get chairmats for carpeted areas as well as hard floor areas.
➜ There is a chairmat to suit almost every floor type.

CHOOSING YOUR CHAIRMAT
When choosing a chairmat for carpets, its important that you choose the correct mat
for the carpet thickness to ensure long life for both the chairmat and your carpet.
Chairmats for carpets are designed with grippers for holding it in place. The grippers
and chairmat thickness vary in size depending on the carpet thickness.

mm

If you use a low pile chairmat on high pile carpet, the mat will
crack, simply because the mat is not the correct thickness to
‘absorb’ castor impact as they roll on the thick carpet.
Press a pin or similar object through your carpet until it
reaches the floor, then measure the length as a guide to how
thick the carpet and underlay are.
Jastek chairmats are suitable for a variety of floor coverings. Remember to check the
carpet thickness before choosing the relevant carpet chairmat. Please refer to the
guide below before choosing your chairmat

Budget Chairmat
Low Pile Chairmat
For use on carpet 6mm
For use on carpet
thick or less with no 6-9mm thick including
underlay
underlay

Medium Pile Chairmat
For use on carpet
9-12mm thick
including underlay

Deluxe Pile Chairmat
For use on carpet
12-15mm thick
including underlay

Super Deluxe Chairmat Hard Floor Chairmat
For use on carpet 15- Suitable for most hard
18mm thick including
floor surfaces
underlay.

Floortex chairmats are made from polycarbonate and are a
completely GREEN chairmat:
• Environmentally friendly • PVC free • 100% recyclable

Carpet Chairmat
For use on carpet 6-12mm
thick (including underlay)

Hard Floor Chairmat
Suitable for most hard
floor surfaces

Distributed by Jasco Pty Limited

Chairmats carry a limited warranty and must be used in the correct application.

